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Need to Know Information About  
Managing Your Online Reputation 
 
If This Isn’t Keeping You Up at Night, It Should!  
 
How Do Today’s Clients Find Their Lawyer?  
Increasingly, new clients Google you and look for your reviews, before retaining you. In the past 
clients found their lawyer by word of mouth - they would ask a friend or ask a trusted advisor. 
This continues in a new form. Searching for online reviews is the new word of mouth, on steroids.  
 
Studies show that people trust online reviews just as they do face-to-face recommendations. 
When someone searches online they are not looking for perfection, they are looking for 
humanity.  Can I trust and work with this attorney? Is this lawyer and firm best suited for me?     
Reviews are the best way to provide this insight and make a new contact comfortable.  
 
There is no better form of this new word of mouth then a five-star review from a highly satisfied 
client who, in their unique voice, describes how you solved a major legal and life care challenge. 
The more I read client reviews about elder care lawyers, the more respect I have for what these 
attorneys do. 
 
Online Reviews 
You might be thinking, ‘I am too busy to worry about this, I already have a website, blog and 
social media accounts.  Online reviews are just another internet related item and I am already 
doing all that I can to manage my online reputation.  I can’t influence what people will say about 
me online.’ On the contrary, small changes in your client process have a great effect on your 
online status. We have observed time and again that lawyers who get more reviews also get 
better rankings.  Google even states this in their online help.  
 
Reviews determine your ‘star rating’ which is the means to positively differentiate your firm from 
others. Until recently a minimum number of reviews were required to be assigned a star rating. 
Now we see star ratings assigned with just one Google review.  This means one poor review can 
dominate your rating.  Isn’t it good to become proactive and get out in front of a potential 
negative review.  
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Having invested significant time working with estate and elder law attorneys on managing their 
online reputation, specifically how they deal with online reviews, there is a clear pattern that 
emerged. Lawyers eventually move from passive (90% of elder law attorneys) to proactive 
regarding what people say about them online.  Often the wake-up call and motivation to change 
stems from a poor online review.  Passive means your worst client may be speaking about you, 
while becoming proactive will have your best clients speaking for you. 
 
Your Online Reputation is very much like a having, or not having, a will. The outcome is 
determined by your action or inaction.  If Ben Franklin had no will, where would his estate go?  
Certainly, not where he wanted. Here is what Ben Franklin’s will directed:  
 

Benjamin Franklin (1706 – 1790) – Mr. Franklin gave land in Nova Scotia and books and papers to his son 
William; his home in Philadelphia, land near Ohio, and paintings studded in diamonds to his daughter Sarah and 
her husband Richard;  a home in Boston to his sister; all his land in Georgia to his grandson; all philosophy 
materials to a friend; all printing materials to his other grandson; he also bequeathed large sums of money to many 
different schools and organizations. 

 
So, let me project what Ben Franklin might do about his modern-day reputation and what he 
would recommend you do as well: jrothkoff@rothkofflaw 

a. Do Not Be Passive – This would have your worst client, write your reputation 

b. Do Be Proactive  

i. Be First – Those who adopt the soonest benefit the most 

ii. Be Proactive – survey clients and facilitate access to your review pages  

iii. Be Different – don’t neglect online reviews like most other lawyers  

iv. Be Prepared – your positive reviews will counter an eventual bad review 

v. Be Farsighted – Make your process Intake to Invoice to Five Star Review 

vi. Be Smart – Apply technology to leverage reviews to multiple locations 

vii. Be Wise – let your best clients speak for you thru online reviews 

Is there something missing from your online presence? 

As the best local attorney for your legal specialty, there are certain expectations someone 

searching online will have.  If Sherlock Holmes were inspecting your online presence, he might 

observe ‘The Absence of an Unexpected Fact’ as in the curious incident of the dog in the night-

time…(replace ‘ the dog in the night-time’ with ‘your online reviews’) 
 

Gregory: “Is there any other point to which you would wish to draw my attention?” 

Holmes: “To the curious incident of the dog in the night-time.” 

Gregory: “The dog did nothing in the night-time.” 

Holmes: “That was the curious incident.”  

 

If you offer superior legal knowledge and the best client experience 

available, where then are those reassuring independent third party 

reviews? 

Figure 1 Sherlock, using his iPhone, showing 
the detective an absence of Online Reviews  
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Know Your Status? 
Over 90% of elder care attorneys are extremely passive when it comes to online reviews. I 
recently, I found 77 of the 99 Certified Elder Law Attorneys (CA, MA and PA), had zero Google 
reviews.  Of the few with reviews, five had bad reviews or reviews over five years old.  I am 
confident you have a legacy of highly satisfied clients. So why would you allow a single dissatisfied 
client to bias your reputation online? Practice long enough and eventually a dissatisfied person 
will find their way and write a negative review.  When it happens to you, your first reaction may 
be as one lawyer stated is, ‘It scared the hell out me’.  Your second reaction, will be to become 
pro-active.  
 
Understanding your online condition and making a small, yet strategic change to your client 
process will have a dramatic effect on your online status. Google help and guidelines, state that 
your relevance, prominence and rankings are improved with good reviews.  Google recommends 
your timely response to all reviews. It shows active engagement with the online viewers they 
send your way.  
 
Three Simple Steps: 
 

1. First, claim and clean up your online listings. Obtain a free business scan which will show 
your presence in and consistency of your online directory listings.  Google, Yelp, AVVO, 
Martindale, Lawyers.com, Facebook and less well known directories and search sites all 
look at each these listing to validate who you are. 
 

2. Second, start getting online credit for your good work by facilitating online reviews. 
Consider a small procedural change that obtains feedback through a client satisfaction 
survey. Resolve any satisfaction issues and make clients aware of how they might help 
others by sharing their thoughts online.  Make it easy for the client to visit a variety of 
online review sites Google, Facebook, AVVO, Martindale-Hubbell, Lawyers.com, etc.    

 
3. Consider subscribing to an online service that provides an alert to become immediately 

aware of new reviews and respond to each new review. New online review management 
services can aggregate your reviews and display on your firm’s website, on a standalone 
1st party review site and to your social media. Imagine Google and Avvo and other reviews 
being leveraged to Facebook and other sites. 
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Managing Reviews  
- Get reviews balanced across multiple sites not just all bunched on a single site. These 

sites include Google, AVVO , Yelp, Lawyers.com, Martindale-Hubbell and Facebook.  
- Get reviews on a regular basis. 
- Respond to all reviews promptly.  Engage but be brief and stay positive.  Simply say 

Thank you to any good review. If a negative review – own up to any deficiency, state 
how you will do better and offer if appropriate additional ways to assist.   

- Bury a poor review with a predominance of great reviews.  Nobody is perfect. The 
negative review makes all your good reviews more credible and authentic  

- Turn a negative into an opportunity to educate your readers on how and why you 
operate the way you do.  

 

 1 ★  on Avvo, Jul 08, 2013Kimberly T Lee Law Offices — Kimberly T Lee Law Offices - Indian Wells, CA 

Anonymous  
We had our initial trust done in Northern California and just needed to make some updates. We offered her the disc to 
make the changes and she said the laws had changed and she needed to re-do it completely for more than $4000. O
ur old lawyer back home made all the changes and updates in accordance with all new laws for less than $500. 
 
Business response, Oct 28, 2016 
While I am sorry that these prospective clients did not like the price we quoted, there is a reason for it. We are not a 
word-processing firm. If we were only to modify the original trust, we would be responsible and liable under our 
insurance for the entire document, including the original attorney's work. As a result, our office policy is to re-draft the 
trust according to our own standards and to stand behind it. We sincerely wish this couple the best and are happy 
that they found a solution that was more in their price range;  
 

5 ★  on Avvo, Jul 20, 2011Kimberly T Lee Law Offices — Kimberly T Lee Law Offices - Indian Wells, CA 

Jerry and Suzanne 

We met with Kimberly several years ago when she offered to review our Trust, which had been written the year befor
e by a Trust specialist. In no time at all she found glaring errors in the other person's work, errors that would have put 
the validity of the Trust in question. Kimberly rewrote the Trust properly for us with a level of detail that gave us total p
eace of mind. She has also been a valuable resource in reviewing other Trust related matters, in answering questions
, in referring us to other professionals when needed. 
Because of her upbeat, fun-loving personality we actually enjoy going to see her. It's hard to believe that we actually   
look forward to seeing an attorney. « less 

 
Business response, Oct 28, 2016 
Thank you for the kind comments! It's very much appreciated. Kimberly; 

 
Reviews are the feedback you need to learn what clients value and area to improve your services. 

Reviews are also how you can have your best clients represent you in the best way possible. Think about 

moving clients not just from Intake to Invoice, but from Intake to Five Star Review.  

You have an opportunity to get and display great reviews online.  This helps your future clients better 

understand and get comfortable with you. It can also provide a competitive advantage, since so many of 

your peers are neglecting this aspect of their practice.  

Feel free to contact us to learn more or if you have questions about how you can best manage online 

reviews and your online reputation.  
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How New Web Based Technology May Be Applied 

 

Exhibits: 

1. Firm Website: https://www.elderlawetn.com/about/testimonials-2/  

 

_________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reviews from 3rd Party Sites: 
Lawyers.com, AVVO, Google, 
Yelp, Facebook, … 

‘Write a Review’  
Directs to Preferred Review Sites  
Google, AVVO, etc.  
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Looking Your Best Online 

Client Reviews are Very Important to Google 

Ideally: Google Page1, In 3 Pack, with a Star Rating 
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Google 
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Integration with Social Media: 

e.g. New Review Tab Added to Facebook 

 

 

Maximize Your Online Reputation. 

 

Happy to answer any questions: 

Tel. 856.429.3010      

tcaffrey@premiersoftware.com 
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